Abstract-Recently, the location of the fingerprint positioning technology is obviously superior to the signal transmission loss model based on the positioning technology, and is widely concerned by scholars. In the online phase, due to the efficiency of the probabilistic distribution matching computation is low and when clustering the position fingerprint database, hard clustering lead to degrading the positioning accuracy, a probabilistic algorithm based on fuzzy clustering is proposed and applied to the indoor location fingerprinting positioning. Compared with hard clustering fusion algorithm, the proposed method has realized the fuzzy partition of the database, makes online positioning phase can effectively search the desired fingerprint data, and improve the positioning accuracy. Experiments show that the algorithm can effectively deal with the problem of the positioning accuracy of hard clustering.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of wireless network technology, the demand for location-based services is increasing [1] . In the outdoor environment, GPS can satisfy people's demand for location service, but in the indoor environment, the satellite signal is shielded, so the location accuracy is not high. In daily life, handheld device, mobile terminal, domestic robot and other indoor intelligent equipment require the indoor location, and this demand has been spurred research on indoor positioning technology. Thanks to the development of WIFI technology, WIFI positioning technology has been widely concerned because of its low cost, easy to implement, and small influence [2] .
Indoor positioning algorithm consists of Arrival of Angle (AOA) positioning method and Time of Arrival (TOA) positioning method, Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) positioning method and positioning method based on signal strength (RSSI) [3] . With the location technology based on AOA, TOA, and TDOA, the positioning result is reliable and relatively accurate only in the visibility (Line of sight) signal under the condition of dominant [4] [5] [6] . In addition, TOA and TDOA positioning method require very accurate clock synchronization between the receiver and transmitter, and the positioning cost is high. In contrast, localization method based on signal strength has the advantages of low cost, simple implementation method, and so on [7] . With a higher precision, the location fingerprint positioning method based on the signal strength becomes the main research direction in the locating method based on signal strength [8] .The main process of the location fingerprinting positioning method can be divided into two phases: the offline phase and the online phase [9] .
In the offline phase, the signal intensity of the sample is collected at the reference point, and the location fingerprint database is constructed by using the collected data. In the online phase, the signal is acquired in real time, and the algorithm matches with the fingerprint data constructed in the offline stage to get the target position of the coordinate information.
In the actual situation, due to the efficiency of the probabilistic distribution matching computation is low, and when clustering the position fingerprint database, hard clustering lead to degrading the positioning accuracy, therefore, a probabilistic algorithm based on fuzzy clustering is proposed and applied to the indoor location fingerprinting positioning. Compared with hard clustering fusion algorithm, the proposed method has realized the fuzzy partition of the database, makes online positioning stage can search to the fingerprint data effectively, and improve the precision of position determination.
II. INTRODUCTION OF POSITION FINGERPRINT POSITIONING METHOD
The location of the fingerprinting position method based on the signal strength is divided into two phases: offline and online phases [9] . In the online positioning phase, the mobile terminal collects the AP signal strength information, and the fingerprint matching algorithm is used to find the best match with the fingerprint data constructed in the offline phase, and finally obtains user location information of the mobile terminal. Its principle is shown in figure 1 . 
III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM
The probabilistic algorithm based on fuzzy clustering is presented in this paper [10] . Firstly, the fuzzy clustering fusion algorithm is used to get the coarse positioning. Then the algorithm selects the appropriate class family based on signal strength acquisition, and uses probabilistic method to obtain the coordinates of the target point, in order to achieve precise positioning location. The basic principle of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2 . 
A. Fuzzy clustering fusion algorithm
Fuzzy clustering fusion algorithm is a relatively perfect algorithm in the theory development with the clustering algorithm based on the objective function. Fuzzy clustering algorithm can be used to divide n data 
is the fuzzy classified matrix; m is weighted index, if m is too large, the clustering effect will be very poor, if m is too small, the algorithm will be close to cmeans clustering algorithm, so m usually assigned to 2 [11] ; ij d indicates the distance between the sample j x and the class center ( i p ), also, it can be written as the following form:
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B. Probabilistic algorithm (PM)
The probabilistic distribution location algorithm is used to calculate the matching probabilistic of each point in the wireless signal intensity and location fingerprint, and the maximum of the probabilistic of the reference point is the estimated position of the target [12] . By introducing the probabilistic function of Gauss signal, the signal intensity distribution at any position in the indoor positioning environment is characterized by the expectation and variance of the signal. For the actual collection of wireless signal intensity, it is usually considered to be the general distribution  are considered as the real value, and the signal intensity of the reference point is considered as the reference point. In the online phase, according to the signal intensity of real-time acquisition, the location of the indoor location fingerprint database is matched in order to achieve precise positioning. By using normal distribution probabilistic formula, the probabilistic of the point ( , ) xy is obtained: 
IV. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
In order to verify the effect of this algorithm, the experiment is carried out on the fourth floor of Building 1, local plan is shown in Figure 2 . The location area includes the corridor area and the laboratory area. Among them, the Repeat for l = 1 ，2……
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laboratory is 6  9m, the corridor is 2  27m, the location fingerprint interval is 1.5 m; the wall thickness is 33cm, and a total of 138 reference points. The smart router with 5 models named JHR-N845R is used as AP, and 3C Honor is used to collect the RSSI signal of AP, and the sampling frequency is 30samples/min. Fig. 3 . Experimental environment plan Figure 3 in the lower left corner is the origin, the vertical direction as y axis and horizontal direction for the X axis to establish coordinate system, and green rings represent the AP location, red dots represent the fingerprint minutiae. In the offline phase, the RSSI values of the reference points are sampled at 50 times, and <the location, the AP name, the RSSI mean, the variance > is recorded in the fingerprint database. The 138 samples are clustered into 6 classes, and the fuzzy weighted index m is set to be 2. In the online phase, N times sampling is taken at the target point, and respective calculation are performed in the test position.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm in this paper, the results in the online phase are evaluated, the evaluation parameters are: 
mm xy is the calculated coordinates, e is the positioning error, _ e aver is the multiple positioning error of the mean, n is the number of measurement at the current position. The sampling is taken n times (n=1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20) at the point (8, 6) , the formula (10) and (11) are used to deal with the data obtained, the average error is shown in Figure 4 . From Figure 4 we can see that in the online positioning phase, when n=1, the calculation error of the positioning is large, so the result is not ideal, and the positioning error is reduced after multiple sampling. In the actual situation, we can choose the mean value of the 10 sampling results as the final result.
Again, compared the algorithm proposed in this paper with hard clustering algorithm, the experiment select the hierarchical clustering algorithm (HCA) [13] and K-means clustering (k=6) [14] , error results as shown in Figure 5 . As is shown in figure 5 , the results of the experiment show that compared with classic hard clustering algorithm, the proposed algorithm realizes the fuzzy partition of the database, so that the online positioning phase can effectively search to the desired fingerprint data. The probability of the positioning accuracy within 2 meters has reached 60%, and the probability of the positioning accuracy within 3 meters has reached 80%. Compared with the hard clustering algorithm, the positioning accuracy is improved.
(IJACSA) International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications, Vol. 6, No. 8, 2015 159 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org V. CONCLUSION In this paper, a probabilistic algorithm based on fuzzy clustering is proposed, which is used in the indoor location. This algorithm is an effective solution to the unsatisfactory results of the positioning accuracy with the hard clustering algorithm. Experiments show that the algorithm can improve the positioning accuracy by using the method of multiple sampling in the online positioning phase. And, compared with hard clustering fusion algorithm, the probability of the positioning accuracy within 2 meters has reached 60%, and the probability of the positioning accuracy within 3 meters has reached 80%. The proposed algorithm can satisfy the practical application of indoor positioning accuracy.
VI. FUTURE WORK
Aiming at the accuracy of the established database, for the future work, we plan to establish the database by the idea of feedback. Also, a better position of the AP is considered to improve the accuracy of the indoor positioning.
